A search and stop problem is studied where the detection capability of the search sensor as well as existence of the object in the given area is assumed uncertain. Two stopping rules based on the posterior probability of the object being in the area are examined. Our particular concern is to evaluate the effectiveness of utilizing
Introduction
Consider a situation described belo,,·. An object is supposed to be, but not surely, in an area, say A, and a search for the object is started. If the object is not detected in spite of a certain duration of search, the searcher becomes uneasy to continue his search. There are at least two kinds of uncertainties. First, he is not sure that the object is really in A. His estimate of the probability p that the object is in A was less than unity. Second, he estimated his sensor capability, made a plan, and started the search, but he knows from his past experiences that his estimate of his sensor capability often fails. The searcher, therefore, thinks of stopping the search when some time has elapsed without any detection.
Search and stop models are not new. The necessity of taking the uncertainty of the sensor effectiveness into account was learnt during the search operation for the wrecked submarine Scorpion in 1968 [1] , [3] and [4] .
H. R. Richardson and B. Belkin [2] investigated the search and stop problem In our paper, a similar search and stop problem based on the posterior probability of the object being in the area is dealt with. A new idea presented in this paper is to put "dummies" for search randomly in the search area before the start of search operation, the detection of which will enable us to estimate the posterior sensor capability. To improve the prior distributions of the object position and the sensor capability, Richardson and Belkin uses only the information that the object has not been found out up to the present time. We add an extra information, the number of detections of "dummies", to improve the prior distributions.
We introduce two different stopping rules and discuss the structure of the stopping rules in the next sections. In section 4, the prior distribution of sensor capability is assumed to be of gamma, and the efficiency of utilizing "dummies" is investigated numerically.
Definitions and General Assumptions
The following model is considered in this paper: An object is supposed to be, but not surely, in a given area A. Let E be the event that the object really exists in the area A. It is assumed that the possible location of the object is equally probable at any point in the area A, and the prior probability of its existence in A, P{E}=p, is less than unity.
The detection capab:ility of the search sensor is constant through the whole operation but not known exactly in advance. It is assumed that the searcher only knows its prior probability distribution, F(a)=P{Z~a}, where random variable Z denotes the detection capability of the sensor.
Finally, we assume the random search, that is to say, (2.1) 
where random variable D represents the first time from the start of search to the detection of the object. Under this assumption, a is the reciprocal of the expected detection time when the object is really in A.
Formulations and Structure of Stopping Rules
If the object is not detected in some duration of search, the posterior probability of the object being in A de,:reases. Let us adopt a rule that the search operation is stopped when the object is not detected and its posterior probability goes down below a prescribed value YE(O,p). The critical value Y represents the probability that the object is really in A when the searcher gives up to persist in searching.
In this section, we will formulate two stopping rules, referred to as Rule I and Rule IT, and then discuss th,~ structure of the stopping rules.
Rule I
In estimating the probability of existence of the object, let the searcher utilize only the information that no detection has occurred up to time t. The stopping rule based on the posterior probability is named as Rule 1. Let Pt=p{EID>t}, the posterior probability of the object being in A on the condition that the object has not been detected up to time t. Then,
Let Tl be the stopping time under Rule 1.
Theorem 1. Under Rule I, the stopping time Tl=min{t:pt;S;y} is given by the unique root of the equation:
Proof: It is easily tone decreasing in t since addition to the above, the prove the theorem.
Rul e IT
seen that Pt given by (3.1) is continuous, and monoexp(-at)dF(a) is monotone decreasing in t. In o facts, 1imt~oPt=O and 1imt~oPt=p, suffice to
In carrying out the search operation effectively, it is important to take posterior estimates of the sensor capability into consideration. In the following, we propose an idea for gaining the information of the sensor capability to make stopping search more eff,:!ctive.
Before initiating the search operation the searcher randomly scatters n false-objects ( we call them "dummies" hereafter ) having the same signal char-
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acteristics as the true object in the area A. Then the searcher starts the search. If a dummy is detected at some time, the searcher counts one, and then restores the dummy into A. It is assumed that the searcher loses the position of the restored dummy immediately, and so the distribution of n dummies is always uniform in A. Let N(t) be the total number of counts up to time t.
Then, from the above-mentioned assumption together with the assumption of random search, N(t) is a Poisson random variable, i.e., (3. 3)
and is independent of D if conditioned on Z, 1. e. , (3.4) 
P{N(t)=k,D>tIZ=a} = P{N(t)=kIZ=a}P{D>tIZ=a}.
We will adopt N(t) into our stopping rule as an additional information, and will call the stopping rule based on the posterior probability which takes N(t) into account as Rule IT. To show the existence of the stopping time '2 under this rule, we need the next lemmas.
Lemma 1. For any fixed k,
Cl
o where Proof: For each fixed k, the relations,
are easily derived. Since Cl2h(t,k)/at2~0 for all t,
To prove this, we need somewhat tedious procedure, and we do not present it here. 
If otherwise, T2 is defined as co.
Structures of the stopping rules
In this paragraph, some structures of the stopping rules are investigated.
Let the random variable Si' i=1,2 denote the time at which the search operation terminates under Rule I, IT respectively. That is, S.=min{D,T.},i=1,2. 
I -aTl
P{Sl=D Z=u} = p(l-e ).
(3.8) P{Sl=Tllz=u} = l_p+pe-aT1 .
Next, the structure of the stopping Rule IT is discussed. It is more complicated than the above case in the sense that T2 is not uniquely determined in advance, but is regarded as a random variable dependent on the value of N(t).
Let tk denote
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stop it if t ~ tN(t)'
In other words, if N(t)=k, (k=0,1,2,···), this rule tells the searcher to continue searching until whichever of the following three events occurs first: (1) detection of the object, (2) the (k+l)st capture of the dummy, (3) arrival of the time t k
• The search process then comes to the end except for the case (2) with the (k+l)st capture time earlier than t k + l .
In the latter case, the state goes over to k+l; the way of continuing search is again subject to the abovementioned rule with k replaced by k+l. Now, for tE(tk+l,tkl, the probability conditioned on Z=a with which the search operation terminates in (t, t+6t)c(tk+l,tkl by detecting the object/ stopping the search is given by 
when C k given below is larger than n/(n+1). If otherwise, tk is defined as 00
Note that (i) to=Tj when n=O. Ti' i=1,2. From (3.2), i.e., J;exp(-aTj)dF(a)=c, we have 
and they are easily integrated by t. After simplifying the results, the conditional expectation of S2 is,
tion probability and the expected durati.on of the search operation are found to be,
where TO represents the stopping time in this case and is given by v=l/ff
The Efficiency of Rule I and Rule IT (p=O.5, aO=A=v ,n=l, 6=1).
capability, namely, the coefficient of variation v.
Generally speaking, the stronger the request for detection, the longer 199 the searcher must continue to search. It: is very interesting to note.that E[SZl increases gradually with increasing nip while E[Sll increases rapidly.
In Fig.Z time is minimized for a given value of n.. We will deal with the latter optimization problem separately.
It is pointed out that the less certain the prior knowledge about sensor capability ( in other words, the larger the ~oefficient of variation ), the better the efficiency of Rule n relativE~ to Rule 1. It is easily seen from On the other hand, the value for v=l/12 is as large as 3.
Finally, we should give a comment 011 the number of dummies n. Roughly speaking, when the number of dummies is :increased, the efficiency of Rule n improves, but only slightly. Therefore, it seems not wise to use so many dummies. When the number is small, however, the detected dummy should be carefully restored in the given area, because our model assumes the equally probable distribution of dummies in the area.
Conclusion and Acknowledgement
In this paper, it is assumed that the prior information about the detection capability of the search sensor is uncertain, and we investigated the effectiveness of a stopping rule which utilizes an additional information obtainable by use of dummies placed in advance in the search area. The result is qualitatively stated as follows.
Utilize Rule n with dummies when the sensor capability is rather uncertain, and if the object to be detected is so valuable that overlooking is by no means permitted.
Our present study is of preliminary nature, and optimization concept is never involved in the model. The optimal stopping rules under suitable objective functions would be studied in the near future.
